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As it should be clear, there are jewish memetics at work. I was not able to see the
video of this, as it is vanished from everywhere, but this will happen exactly as
members have predicted with this situation.
I cannot comment on the validity of the shooting, or if it was a hoax, simply
because the footage of it is nowhere to be found. Regardless, happened or not,
the results remain the same. It might as well be a total hoax, as these are beyond
possible in the current year.
The situation is that many people in Europe are becoming fed up both with Jews
and Islamification, and also, the systematic killing and extinction and
bastardization plan for the European people.
Jews have intel, demographics, and public opinion around their finger, and they
know this. They have insight the average people do not have, and this is also
technical data.
The enemy has to somehow circumvent and stop the above, as they know
brainwashing on it's own is not really enough. The race mixing in Europe and the
Kalergi plan isn't going as flawlessly as desired.
The screaming of that it is all Jew plotting and staging here, is simply screamed as
they never bothered to change the "Agent Provocateur" method they always
follow. They take what their enemies say which are valid arguments based on
reality, and put it in books or 'manifestos', and then do brainless crimes to
criminalize these people and indict them, and criminalize their valid ideas aside
the criminal. This is a typical action done by government spies, infiltrators of "pro
white movements" and anything else that deals with the liberation of the enemy
of the jew.
When the above is done, the efforts of people to actually advocate for these
rights are related to these events, which taint them in the eyes of public opinion.
The jews won't really succeed however, as despite of doing the above, they push
their kalergi bastardization agenda full throttle at the same time in Europe. So

doing the provocateur bullshit is not going to put anyone back to sleep again.
This has many people questioning or in opposition to this invasion, and very
angry. The anger of normal people has nothing to do with bloodshed, but just
questions and at the height of it for these 'people' to go back where they belong,
unless of very few who are assimilated like 5% of the total of 'newcomers', which
can stay for working. This is for the most 'radical' of the normal people as well, it
doesn't get further.
However, when even the slightest balancing is practiced, the anger grows and
grows, and eventually what was once a normal people becomes a radical, as the
necessity to close these gushing demographic or cultural wounds becomes
pressing. This happens in the face of extinction of a people and intensifies as
people move towards their end.
So the jews in order to stop this from happening, they create some Jew
intelligence agency shekel funded incidents, to criminalize any sort of White
resistance as something that is meme'd into bloodshed and create guilt into the
populace that is being demographically moving to extinct.
The above synagogue shooting serves a few purposes:
1. Criminalize any form of discrimination against the Muslims in Europe as
potentially deadly. "If you question it, you kill them, goy!".
2. Bolstering relations between Muslims and Jews in Europe as "Commonly
persecuted minority groups".
3. In addition to the above, further talmudic legislation, freedom of speech, and
general rights crackdowns for the natives, even innocents or NPC's.
4. The creation and further legalization of watchlists for people who have beliefs
that foreigners should not extinct natives, ie, intensified "Intel in regards to
Terror", and laws to make people disappear at night over 'suspected terrorism'.
5. Closing the "Gap". The jew has memed a gap into people that anyone who
wants Borders = Josef Mengele = 6 billion Shrunken Heads and Holocausters. This

fake gap they have tried to make a 'general rule' to censor actual citizens who are
simply concerned. "Anyone who dislikes Muslims means they killed 42 people
Goyim, drum that in your head, oy vey".
6. Censor Gun ownership, where guns are present. Gunless population, is
defenseless population.
7. General guilt tripping of anything White to finally die off passively on this
planet and give up. This is why the agent writes in his manifesto the big words
about how this all is tied into being "European". This is another way to drive
propaganda home and energies into criminalizing the stand of Europe, like Breivik
did.
The above meme of Breivik have been repeated in Sweden and Norway and many
other places to go full throttle "self guilt" and accept all the nigerian prisons
poured into their country. These were also legislated into the law to make
resistance futile or illegal. As to what this is doing to Sweden everyone can
observe. Anyone who "has a thought over disagreeing with going extinct at
catapulting speed = Breivik, Goy".
Being not law abiding and engaging in brainless violence leads nowhere, and the
enemy knows this. This is why they stage these occurrences. The moment these
events happen, these ideas are forced on step closer to the gutter. This is why the
enemy considers this a necessity to do or bolster incidents such as the above.
Also, as a last note, any crimes done by Muslim terrorists changed nothing really
in Europe. These crimes leave the judenpresse uninterested, as they are allies to
the always innocent Muslims, and they do not press them. The browning and
terrorism also continues at full throttle. The majority of welfare shekels in Europe
is going into underground tunnels in Mosques filled with AK-47's and grenades
anyway.
These were brushed off as if they were nothing. People exploding in stadiums
during peace time is really "nothing". Now, prepare to have the "Mosque
Shooting" as a meme for the rest of a thousand years to come, like the Holohoax,
which will be reminded to White people every time they have a naughty thought.

When likewise is done for the terrorist attacks of Muslims, the reply will simply be
"Oh that is in the past" or "Not all muslims are the same".
From the perspective of raising energies, these were raised on the context of the
40, the 42 (42 Name of God is the Ana Bekoah in Judaism, their most important
prayer for protection, we have reversed this), and the number 60 which is the
union of the 40 and 20 into a power number. The first news said "40 dead and 20
injured" and memed it strongly. The name "Christchurch" is also to relate this
event to the general xianity, the sister of Islam, into a singular vortex. This is to
relate the two.
All of the above, as always, boils down again to 6.
All these bullshit crimes always have the same 'reported' numbers, which by a
huge cohencidence, all boil down to the favorite number usage of the Kabbalistic
jews.
These numbers are associated with their protection. In this case, this is protection
towards Muslims, and also, a general attempt to recharge the jew's meme's on
top of people. Rabbi Goldschmidt one of the top Rabbis of Europe said the
'friendship' and 'alliance' between Muslims in Europe and that each other staying
in Europe is vital.
When the Arabs are on jewish borders the jews kill them with sniper rifles,
pregnant, women, and kids. But when they are on Europe to serve the Kalergi
plan, oy vey, they are best friends for ever. This is because both constitute a
minority, and a necessary tool for jews to work their weaving on the continent.
The literal manifestation of this is the brainwashing highlighted above, which
spiritually is founded on their Hebrew and Kabbalistic BS as usual.
Keep up the Final RTR and nothing of the above will work in the end.
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